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Successes: 

 

 Floor books 

In the past, it has been difficult to evidence all the valuable science learning done in classes using books 

alone. Floor books are being used, generally, very effectively to fill the gaps and provide assessment 

opportunities that can be evidenced for individual children, not just a record of a class activity.  

Science discussions are often where the best learning takes place and floor books can reduce the pressure 

for each child to then record this in their book (especially when it comes to investigations done in KS2 and 

for those children with SEND and others who struggle to get their ideas down on paper) 

I saw many fantastic floor books! The best features that showed good evidence had: 

 photos 

 scribed/typed comments from children 

 investigations planned or written up by the children themselves 

 could see how discussions led to further questioning 

 full range of scientific enquiry skills evident 

 many opportunities for own exploration using ideas 

 related to topic but not limited to that so that interests of children were followed or to address a 

particular skill gap such as drawing graphs to represent data/using a datalogger  

 

 

 Science books 

 

Mostly good coverage of age-related curriculum, some good progression from Foundation stage to KS1 

and KS2 shown well through more independence with lines of enquiry and use of knowledge to develop 

skills.  

Objectives mostly clear and use of green pen to mark against objective and acknowledgement marking. 

Some use of pink pen to address misconceptions or at times, spelling errors of key vocabulary. 

Range of knowledge-based activities evident with some integration of science skills, such as: 

 sorting/labelling activities and cloze procedures 

 recording of observations and predictions 

 comparative and fair testing 

 explanations 

Where needed, some children working towards expectations, had frames, alternative ways of recording, 

word banks and visual supports to enable them to show their learning. 

Some books showed clear sequences of lessons that built upon the children’s prior learning or starting 

point. 

Most books had objective bookmarks in front of book to record coverage and at times to show a teacher 

assessed judgement about whether that particular child had met each topic objective. 
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Areas of development and questions to discuss for the next academic year: 

 Decide what should go in Floor Books to ensure consistency across the school – what do we 

want to have in them? How can we best evidence the fantastic learning happening in 

discussion/practical work? Ensure that floor books are used at least once per half term in 

every class. 

 

 Assessment – how can we prove that particular children are working at, towards or below 

expectations? How can we best show the learning from each lesson – are the science skills 

clearly evidenced? Also, ensure that all classes have the objective bookmarks and are ticking 

against the objective, as per the marking policy. We need to question the value in each 

activity. 

 

 Coverage – provide clarity on how we use science books and floor books to build a 

complete picture of the learning being done in science so that there are no gaps and we can 

show that science is taught, on average, for 1 hour per week. 

 Time on INSET day to address these development points and monitor progress after first half term. 

 


